EMPLOYMENT TRENDS Q4.2021
Lawrence, Limestone, Madison & Morgan Counties, Alabama


In the last 12 months, 9,019 employers in our region have posted job listings.

Highest Volume of Job Postings
In the last 12 months, 9,019 employers in our region have posted job listings.

Top Occupations

In-Demand Skills

Top Hard Skills

Top Industries in our Area

Gross Regional Product (GRP):
GOVERNMENT MANUFACTURING PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, & TECHNICAL SERVICES RETAIL HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Number of Jobs:

Fastest Growing:
GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, & TECHNICAL SERVICES MANUFACTURING GOVERNMENT CONSTRUCTION HEALTH CARE & SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Top Earning:
UTILITIES PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, & TECHNICAL SERVICES MANAGEMENT OF COMPANIES/ENTERPRISES GOVERNMENT MANUFACTURING

Top Posted:

Number of Jobs:
OFFICE & ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SALES & RELATED PRODUCTION TRANSPORTATION & MATERIAL MOVING FOOD PREPARATION & SERVING RELATED

Fastest Growing:
COMPUTER & MATHEMATICAL BUSINESS & FINANCIAL OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT TRANSPORTATION & MATERIAL MOVING HEALTHCARE PRACTITIONERS & TECHNICAL

Top Earning:
MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING COMPUTER & MATHEMATICAL BUSINESS & FINANCIAL OPERATIONS LEGAL

In-Demand Skills

Top Hard Skills

National Average

Systems Engineering
Marketing
Computer Science
Auditing
Accounting
Restaurant Operation
Software Engineering
Software Development
Selling Techniques
Agile Methodology

Unemployment Rate Trends

Highest Volume of Job Postings
AL DEPT OF EDUCATION (1661 listings)
RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES (1476 listings)
NORTHROP GRUMMAN (1390 listings)
DYNETICS (1300 listings)
SAIC (1258 listings)
HUNTSVILLE HOSPITAL (1182 listings)
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP (1052 listings)
LOCKHEED MARTIN (848 listings)
WALMART (813 listings)

Top 10 Graduate Producers, 2020

In 2020, there were 7,278 graduates in this region. This pipeline has grown by 22% over the last five years.

CALHOUN COMMUNITY COLLEGE (2644 GRADUATES)
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE (2282 GRADUATES)
ALABAMA A&M UNIVERSITY (896)
ATHENS STATE UNIVERSITY (767)
OAKWOOD UNIVERSITY (336)

For more information about Calhoun Career Services, contact kelli.morris@calhoun.edu calhoun.edu/careers

SOURCE: Labor Market Statistics provided by EMSI (Economic Modeling Specialists Intl.) economicmodeling.com